Get updated on the latest announcements for grants, funding and residencies focusing on cross cultural exchange between Asia and Europe.
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---

**DEADLINE 27 MAR 2020**  
**Japan | CCA Kitakyushu Fellowship Program**

**DEADLINE 30 MAR 2020**  
**Samsung The Wall x Niio Art Awards - open call**

**DEADLINE 31 MAR 2020**  
**Switzerland | Centro Internazionale di Scultura - 2021 residency scholarships for 3D artists**
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**Japan | CCA Kitakyushu Fellowship Program**

**DEADLINE 31 MAR 2020**  
**Samsung The Wall x Niio Art Awards - open call**

**DEADLINE 31 MAR 2020**  
**Switzerland | Centro Internazionale di Scultura - 2021 residency scholarships for 3D artists**

**DEADLINE 31 MAR 2020**  
**FEMeeting community international call for video podcasts | open to all Women in Art, Science and Technology**

**DEADLINE 31 MAR 2020**  
**Japan Foundation Awards 2020 - call for nominations**

**DEADLINE 31 MAR 2020**  
**Finland | Saari Residence 2021 call**

**DEADLINE 01 APR 2020**  
**Latvia International Ceramics Biennale 2020 - call for entries**

**DEADLINE 03 APR 2020**  
**Christchurch, New Zealand | The Arts Centre Te Matatiki Toi Ora residence programme**

**DEADLINE 05 APR 2020**  
**Salzburg International Summer Academy of Fine Arts 2020 - grants available**

**DEADLINE 09 APR 2020**  
**Kone Foundation open call for a home**

---

Help us improve your experience with culture360.ASEF.org! Take our 50 seconds survey!
OPEN CALLS
ASIA  SINGAPORE
DEADLINE  26 APR 2020
Arts for Good Fellowship 2020 | Singapore for Good Fellowship
A community of international arts positions for generating social change
Join to: www.artsforgoodfellowship.com
Applications deadline: Sunday 26 April 2020

OPEN CALLS
SINGAPORE
DEADLINE  30 APR 2020
MOOC Create in Public Space is running again!

OPEN CALLS
EUROPE  INTERNATIONAL
DEADLINE  15 OCT 2020
ASEF Mobility First! 2020 travel grant opens call for application

OPEN CALLS
EUROPE
DEADLINE  11 MAY 2020
5th Paphos International Film Festival open call | Cyprus

OPEN CALLS
ASIA  EUROPE
DEADLINE  01 MAY 2020
[EXTENDED] culture360.ASEF.org INVITES | Expressions of Interest for Strategic Partnership Proposals
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ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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